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IBC 2018: FAST LTA certified for Archiware P5

- Mini-MAM and archive for broadcast and production: Archiware P5 and Silent Bricks
- FAST LTA at IBC 2018 in Amsterdam, Hall 7.D21

Munich/Amsterdam, September 4, 2018 – FAST LTA’s Silent Brick System is now a certified storage partner of Archiware’s P5 Software Suite. This provides users from broadcast and production with a powerful solution for backup and archiving. Both manufacturers will present this solution at the IBC in Amsterdam from September 14 to 18, 2018. FAST LTA is a specialist for products and services for storing large amounts of data with integrated data protection and will present the solutions in Hall 7.D21. Archiware’s software (Hall 7.D35) is primarily aimed at small and medium-sized enterprises and the media and entertainment industries.

The Silent Brick System is slot-based secondary storage based on removable storage containers, the Silent Bricks, which are equipped with standard hard disks or SSDs. The Munich-based storage experts combine a whole range of advanced technologies in order to keep up with the low marginal costs that tape still offers, without having to sacrifice the advantages of high-speed hard disk or flash memory. Due to the high performance and the connection via dual 10G, Silent Bricks are also suitable as nearline storage for post-production.

"With the Silent Brick System from FAST LTA we have certified a powerful and modular storage solution that has already been well established as backup and archive storage," says Josef Doods, Managing Director of Archiware GmbH. "Archiware P5 is an established solution for data management in the media and entertainment sector. Thanks to the certification, customers from this market can now also use our powerful and secure Silent Bricks for data protection," adds Reiner Bielmeier, CEO of FAST LTA AG.

FAST LTA will be at IBC 2018 in Hall 7.D21.
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About Archiware
Headquartered in Munich, Germany, Archiware GmbH is a privately held company with over 20 years of experience in data management software for backup, synchronization and archiving. Archiware’s software is primarily aimed at the SMB and Media & Entertainment industry.

The product line includes:
- P5 Synchronize – Replicate data to ensure high availability
- P5 Backup – Back up server data to disk, tape and cloud
- P5 Backup2Go – Back up desktop and laptop data to disk
- P5 Archive – Move or migrate data offline to disk, tape and cloud
- Pure – Essential VMware Backup

For more information, visit [www.archiware.com](http://www.archiware.com)

About FAST LTA
FAST LTA is a specialist for products and services for storing large amounts of data with integrated data protection. Thanks to patented processes and technologies, its solutions are highly secure, cost-optimized and low-maintenance. The Silent Cube, the audit-proof WORM memory for all data that must never be lost, has been proven in thousands of installations since its introduction in 2008 and is certified according to GDPdU, GoBS and RöV for legally compliant archiving. The Silent Bricks are flexible “COLD Storage” with movable storage containers. It is ideal for large, active archives as backup or media storage, such as for video productions. All solutions are triply protected with Erasure Coding, Digital Audit and conventional data carrier Disk Mix.

FAST LTA AG was founded in 2007 and is based in Munich. Its customers and their thousands of installations come from healthcare, the public sector, industry, banking and insurance. FAST LTA is certified according to ISO9001 and meets the highest quality requirements. Further information is available at [www.fast-lta.de](http://www.fast-lta.de).

Social Media
Twitter: [https://twitter.com/fastlta](https://twitter.com/fastlta)
Xing: [https://www.xing.com/companies/fastltaag](https://www.xing.com/companies/fastltaag)
LinkedIn: [https://www.linkedin.com/company/fast-lta-ag](https://www.linkedin.com/company/fast-lta-ag)
Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/fastlta](https://www.facebook.com/fastlta)
Video: [https://vimeo.com/fastlta](https://vimeo.com/fastlta)

Customer references
[http://www.fast-lta.de/de/referenzen](http://www.fast-lta.de/de/referenzen)
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Visuals

Silent Brick Drive (l.), Silent Bricks (m.) and Controller (r., top) with Shelf (below) by FAST LTA
https://www.dropbox.com/s/560wb12n9p5xvjn/FAST_LTA-Silent_Brick_System_Familie.jpg
(Source: FAST LTA AG – released for editorial use)

Screenshot Archiware P5 Restore
https://www.dropbox.com/s/eli3g4x56bhrn3/P5Archive%20restore%20with%20metadata%201280_800.png
(Source: Archiware GmbH – released for editorial use)
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Logo Archiware P5 Software Suite
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9hzqfj484gaqf7i/P5-1024.png
(Source: Archiware GmbH – released for editorial use)

ARCHIWARE
Logo Archiware
https://www.dropbox.com/s/b58jnot239yok7x/archiware_logo_rgb_300dpi.png
(Source: Archiware GmbH – released for editorial use)

FAST LTA
Logo FAST LTA
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n90lar5v2ladfx6/FAST_LTA-Logo.zip
(Source: FAST LTA AG – released for editorial use)

Video

Silent Brick System
https://vimeo.com/177381673
(Source: FAST LTA AG – released for editorial use)
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Note
This document is approved for publication. In case you publish it, please send a short note to beleg@veritaspr.de or a voucher copy. Thank you very much!
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